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REGIONAL PROJECT MANAGER UPDATE
by Pam Castens, Senior Project Manager

Huge thanks to all of our partners and stakeholders who

have collaborated with us on our technical report products

and analyses to date! We are sorting through over 200

recommendations as we work to develop the draft report

products that will be posted for internal review and public

feedback this coming October. We held a successful

quarterly webinar highlighting the Environmental

Vulnerability and Risk analysis, with our next webinar set

for July 21 featuring the Coastal Hazard System (CHS)

database. CHS data went live to the public at the end of

April for Puerto Rico and the USVI, with public hosting of

the South Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico set for the end of

June and the end of August respectively.

Much of our team effort will be focused on report

development and delivery in these next few months as we

continue to refine SACS outputs and findings!

Follow USACE

WHAT’S NEW?

The South Atlantic Coastal Study

unveils its new logo!
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ENVIRONMENTAL UPDATE

The SACS Environmental Team presented the SACS
environmental products during the quarterly webinar on Thursday, April 22nd .
The team provided information on the methodology and findings of the
Environmental Resources Vulnerability and Risk Analysis and the identification
of priority environmental areas, and showed the SACS Environmental Analysis
StoryMap (GIS web-mapping tool located on the SACS website under the
geoportal tab). The webinar was attended by 176 participants from federal,
state and local government agencies, non-governmental organizations,
academia and tribal nations representing all regions of the study area. The
webinar slides are located on the SACS website. The SACS Environmental
Report is scheduled to be available to the public in July.

by Kristina May, Environmental Lead  
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ENGINEERING UPDATE

The Coastal Hazards System (CHS) is a coastal storm hazards data storage and mining system. It stores comprehensive,
high-fidelity, numerical modeling storm-responses such as storm surge, water level, wave height, wave period, wave
direction and current magnitude. CHS also stores observed coastal storm responses and comprehensive statistical
information about the modeling and measurements. The data can be easily accessed, mined, plotted, and downloaded
through an updated user-friendly web tool. For SACS, three basins were modeled, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands, the Southeast Atlantic basin, and the Gulf of Mexico basin. The data is being populated to the CHS v2.0 web
tool and the first basin, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, has gone live with additional data coming soon.

by Andrew “Drew” Condon, Ph.D., P.E., Engineering Technical Lead
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Jacksonville District

Ashleigh Fountain

Spring has arrived and while the
frequency of stakeholder coordination has
slowed down, the Jacksonville District is still
feverishly working to ensure that the Draft
Products capture the collaboration that has
taken place up to this point. We are identifying
potential applicable study authorities for our
recommendations and working to polish the list
of needed future actions. We know that there
have been many efforts working in parallel to the
SACS, so if your study or effort have wrapped up
since we last convened or hit a major milestone,
please let us know!
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Meredith Ladart

Mobile District

Greetings Stakeholders! We truly appreciate all
the input our stakeholders have provided along the
way. Your continued engagement to develop
implementation strategies for the identified and needed
actions within our state and focus areas is appreciated.
We met with the City of Mobile in April to discuss future
actions in the city and along the western shoreline of
Mobile Bay. As always, we are grateful for our
stakeholder input. Please reach out at any time for
questions or potential actions. Happy May!
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Charleston District

Diane Perkins

https://www.sad.usace.army.mil/SACS/

The Charleston District has proposed about 50 recommendations to address coastal storm risk
management, several of which are pertinent statewide, but most are in focus areas or other high risk areas.
The recommendations are based on stakeholder input and study findings, and contribute to the shared vision
developed with stakeholders at the beginning of the study. Draft recommendations that can be addressed
under existing Corps construction authorities focus on coastal storm risk management, flood risk management,
and ecosystem restoration. Additionally, a number of recommendations the Corps can participate in at the
study level include not only the prior, but also development management and risk communication. The
Charleston District team is refining the draft recommendations, and potential partners are encouraged to
reach out to discuss opportunities for partnership.
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Savannah District

Jeffrey Schwindaman

The Savannah District Team is focused on refining draft
recommendations to address coastal storm risk management
issues in the Georgia planning reach. We proposed 16 draft
recommendations in addition to 77 Focus Area Action Strategy
elements that collectively contribute to the shared vision for the
Georgia planning reach. Draft recommendations that can be
implemented under existing Corps authorities focus on
continued federal participation in protection of Tybee Island,
addressing shoreline erosion on Jekyll Island, promoting
beneficial use of dredged material, and providing additional
training and outreach. Stakeholders are encouraged to reach out
to the Savannah District Team to discuss these and other
opportunities as well as the next steps to implement individual
recommendations.

Wilmington District

Brennan Dooley
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The draft State Appendix and Focus Area Action
Strategies (FAAS) have been submitted to the SACS Command
Team. The Wilmington Team has been busy addressing edits
provided by the SACS command team and is confident that
these updates will add immense value to the overall
report. Working through the review process will enable the
Wilmington team to end up with a final product that is
actionable and relevant. The team continues to coordinate
with stakeholders to prepare for the implementation of the
recommendations that will come out of the final report. We
sincerely appreciate the continued interest and commitment
from our stakeholders in developing plans that can truly
increase resiliency.
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